
Big Data, Big Science, 
Big Impact!
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Human Genome Project

• identified the sequence of the ~3 billion chemical 
bases in a human genome 

• mapped the location of ~21,000-23,000 human 
genes 

• predicted intron/exon boundaries for each gene  

• in many cases, identified known or predicted amino 
acid sequence for the corresponding proteins. 
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HapMap identified the location of ~4 million common 
human SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) and 
their frequencies across 4 populations  
Genome-wide Association Studies (GWAS) use SNPs 
identified by HapMap to find common genetic variants 
that affect health and disease

1000 Genomes created a human 
DNA variation reference at a higher 
resolution than HapMap.  
Identified an almost complete set of 
DNA variants genome-wide across 
26 different populations.  
Serves as a reference when 
analyzing DNA changes identified in 
individuals with genetic disorders.
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ENCODE (encyclopedia of DNA elements) hopes to identify all of the functional parts of the genome, 
determining what sequences regulate the transcriptional activity of the genes.  
It builds upon the findings of the Human Genome Project to develop the operating manual for the human 
genome.
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TCGA (the cancer genome atlas) identified genomic changes 
(mutations, structural variations, etc.) in over 33 types of human 
cancer. 
Sought to better understand how DNA mutations caused cells to 
become cancerous.  
Worked to determine how that understanding could lead to better 
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of cancer. 
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ClinVar is a database where individuals submit human DNA changes 
and their assessment of its functional and clinical consequence. 

ClinVar data is a key part of a 
resource called ClinGen. It 
seeks to help scientists and 
physicians understand the 
relationship between DNA 
change and human health to 
impact patient care. 
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within a gene?

commonly occurring?

associated with cancer?

impact transcription and gene activity?

frequency across world populations?

clinical interpretation?

clinical 
use?Key Questions answered by each project



What data did these big science 
projects provide to answer our 

question linking the DNA change 
and bitter taste perception?



A DNA change is identified at position 141972905 on chromosome 7. Does this DNA change 
lead to increased sensitivity to the taste of bitter foods like Brussels sprouts?

TAS2R38 gene - chromosome 7

a single exon gene - 1,143 bp in length 
encodes 333 amino acid transmembrane protein

*
TAS2R38 Gene

position 141972905 

this gene is located on the 
“reverse strand” of the 

reference sequence

5’3’



A DNA change is identified at position 141972905 on chromosome 7. Does this DNA change 
lead to increased sensitivity to the taste of bitter foods like Brussels sprouts?

identified transcription factors that 
bind at the TAS2R38 promoter

TAS2R38 gene

5’3’
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A DNA change is identified at position 141972905 on chromosome 7. Does this DNA change 
lead to increased sensitivity to the taste of bitter foods like Brussels sprouts?

TAS2R38 gene - chromosome 7
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SerSerCysAlaAlaPheIle amino acid
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A DNA change is identified at position 141972905 on chromosome 7. Does this DNA change 
lead to increased sensitivity to the taste of bitter foods like Brussels sprouts?

TAS2R38 gene - chromosome 7

141972905 
(the DNA change)
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A DNA change is identified at position 141972905 on chromosome 7. Does this DNA change 
lead to increased sensitivity to the taste of bitter foods like Brussels sprouts?

What is the frequency of 
the DNA change?



A DNA change is identified at position 141972905 on chromosome 7. Does this DNA change 
lead to increased sensitivity to the taste of bitter foods like Brussels sprouts?

3 DNA common 
variants found in gene

21 DNA variants 
found in gene

these 3 variants together determine most of the 
ability to taste specific bitter substances

PAV - Pro, Ala, Val = Taster AVI - Ala, Val, Ile = Non-Taster
Most Common Combinations:

G145C 
(Ala49Pro)

A785G 
(Val262Ala)

A886G 
(Ile296Val)

5’3’

position 
141972905TAS2R38 gene



http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/basics/ptc/images/taste.png

Kim et al. J. Dent Res (2004)

TAS2R38 protein

• the DNA change at position 
141972905 that substitutes valine for 
alanine at amino acid 262 changes 
the shape of the protein’s inner pore
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